
Through the Eagles Eye. 
“… no plan of operations extends with any certainty beyond the first contact with the main hostile 
force.” 

Helmuth von Moltke 

 
It was dawn and, in a display of arrogance, the Prussian forces that morning were led by none other 
than von Ströheim himself. 

What should have been a simple demonstration of parade ground efficiency swiftly became a more 
serious threat when the eagle eyed machine gunner spotted figures advancing across the fields.  

The figures were wearing an array of bright silken clothing and were accompanied by what appeared 
to be a great ape. von Ströheim speculated that this was that troublesome criminal, The Dragon Lady 
and her Tong.  

The recently promoted machine gunner set up his weapon in the cover of a low wall. Untroubled by 
the cover himself, he landed a solid spray of bullets on the advancing Dragon Lady. Once the dust 
had cleared though, she was still approaching... (a Jäger can be upgraded to have the 'Marksman' 
talent for 5 points, enabling them to ignore cover penalties - pretty handy for a support weapon!). 

Doktor Kobalt ran quickly to begin loading supplies onto the cart, seemingly sheltered behind a 
farmhouse. The other three Jägers moved forwards to support, taking shots where they presented 
themselves. Once they were in position they made more effective use of their firepower (shooting 
and moving in the same turn imposes a significant penalty on attack rolls) downing some lowly 
Boxers. The machine gun team fared better, shredding the Boxer who had mounted the cart before 
the Doctor. However, taking such a long shot distracted the machine-gunner and he took a hit from 
a Tong Lieutenant. Revenge was swiftly enacted as von Ströheim gunned down Master Wu-Jen with 
his carbine. 

Meanwhile the Dragon Lady burst out of the farmhouse and into combat with the cowering DoKtor 
Kobalt. This did not go well. The good(?) Doktor tried to run away but was floored in an impressive 
display of martial arts.  (Once a figure is in base-to-base contact with an enemy it is Fighting and can 
only withdraw from the Fight if it makes a Pluck roll – which Kobalt miserably failed to do on this 
occasion.)  However, this provided enough time for von Ströheim and some Jägers to engage. 

The fight was short, with von Ströheim’s heavier armour and greater strength counting for little as 
the Dragon Lady flowed around him like water and floored him and one of the Jägers.  

 
Then the superiority of Prussian  arcane science made itself known. The Revivifier on the Jäger's back 
whirred into life; he arose in the form of a Tod-truppen and smashed into the Dragon Lady. At the 
same time the Yeti barrelled through and into the other Jäger, stopping him from loading the cart. 
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The combat was brutal with the Yeti shredding the Jäger, but once more the Tod-truppen rose and 
this one made the Yeti flee! (the Terrifying talent of the Tod-truppen causes its opponents to flee 
unless they make a Pluck roll; ironically the Yeti has the same power but isn’t immune to being 
Terrified itself!). However, the Yeti didn't run far enough and the cold hands of the Tod-truppen 
clubbed into its hairy back, smashing it to the ground. 

From behind, there was a sickening crunch, as the Dragon Lady fell prone - she had failed to manifest 
a power and the energy coursing through her was too much. (Mystical Powers require a successful 
Pluck roll to focus.  A natural 1 is a potential fumble – a second Pluck roll is made and if that fails the 
Mystic is Knocked Down, effectively stunned.  Given that the Dragon Lady has a Pluck of 2+, the 
chances of her messing up this way were very remote … but she still managed it!)  The last thing she 
saw was the sole of a well-made Prussian boot coming towards her face as the Tod-truppen stamped 
her prostrate form into the loamy ground.  

A lone Boxer remained, his only surviving comrade having already fled with a cart full of supplies. He 
could only look in horror, because the Path of Light his mistress had promised him had failed to 
manifest leaving him stuck on the river bank. (Path of Light creates a temporary path through 
difficult terrain for the Mystic and his/her colleagues.)  Behind him lay the way to the bridge, and all 
he could see was the brutalized remains of the once mighty Yeti and the unmoving form of the 
Dragon Lady.  

Paralysed with horror he failed to notice the Tod-truppen who then tore him from the cart and 
bludgeoned him to death. No living thing remained on the field. The Tong may have escaped with 
the bundles of wool and bags of grain, but that lone surviving Boxer also carries with him the tale of 
the massacre, and of how Prussian science has seemingly conquered death itself....  

 

A few hours later.... 

Doktor Kobalt opened one wary eye. Seeing that he was apparently alone, He powered down his Arc 
generator and watched the two Tod-truppen drop lifeless to the floor. He walked to von Ströheim 
and began fiddling with the Count’s Arc generator. There was a flash, and von Ströheim sat bolt 
upright. He dusted himself off, stood up and started back the way he had come while muttering 
darkly beneath his breath about Kaiser Wilhelm mechanical walkers...... 

(Using the campaign rules, any figure which was “killed” during an encounter is allowed a further 
Pluck roll after the game.  If it is successful, it is available for later games in that campaign.) 

 


